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Abstract

Creating an effective public transport network while also developing attractive 
coastal communities via designing new water-borne transport nodes in Auckland.

Transport infrastructure networks play a vital role in urban growth. Due to this reason, from the 1840s 
onwards, the transport network and roads have determined the urban growth of Auckland (Auckland 
Council, 2012). Auckland is the biggest and fastest growing city in New Zealand. The major controversies of 
Auckland however, are its poor transport networks and traffic congestion. This is why Auckland is currently 
placed as 10th most liveable city in the world by The Economist Intelligence Unit. Auckland only scored 92.9 
points for infrastructure while it scored 100 points for education, 95.7 points for healthcare, 97 points for 
culture and environment (Ryan, 2014).

Auckland is also surrounded by water, and according to Toy (1977) water is a great asset for urban 
development. Auckland Transport (2013) indicates that it is necessary to rethink the future of Auckland’s 
ferry services, in particular the fare structure and ownership of ferry services. It is undeniable that current 
water transport facilities of Auckland are insufficient. At the same time other public transport networks 
including bus and train also have poor linkages in peri-urban areas.

Transport infrastructure can be studied as a network consisting of nodes and edges. Different types of 
transport can be represented as different networks with specific properties.

Thus, the aim of this project is to enhance the development of the Auckland transport network through 
further development of water transport with Browns Bay as case study. This means, adding a new node by 
designing ferry terminal to connect existing transport nodes via new edges. This includes finding suitable 
ferry terminal location in Browns Bay through appropriate analysis, and designing an attractive zoning design 
for the selected area.

The project will take into consideration the stakeholders’ current and proposed plans and policies. It will 
also look at contemporary ideas, concepts and theories that are concerned with the relationships between 
urban growth and transport infrastructure, and the study of infrastructure is based on network viewpoints 
(Kangatharan, 2016).
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, a majority of the global population (54%) is either already living in or moving into the 
urban area (The World Bank, 2016). The World Resource Institute (2015) indicated the current urban 
population will increase from 50% to 70% by 2050. Due to this, the term “urban development” has become 
a challenging word among urban planners, urban designers and landscape architects. Achieving an urban 
development with easy transport access, public spaces, recreational facilities and an attractive built 
environment is a big task. So, urban development is a compulsory focus in the modern world. Clearly more 
people wish to live in urban areas, thus more accommodation and other infrastructure facilities including 
better transport, are required. In response, planners and landscape architects are working together to create 
liveable cities all over the world (Dimitriou & Gakenheimer, 2011).

Urbanism/urban development is like a coin. It has two sides: positive and negative. Urban development 
can provide world recognition for a city, more accommodation, more job opportunities and economic 
development for the whole country. Conversely, urban sprawl and traffic congestion are the two major 
negative impacts of urbanism. Due to the higher population, poor transport plans which do not meet the 
demands of the growing population, inappropriate transport network connections and inadequate public 
transport facilities, urban sprawl and traffic congestion occur. Preventing these negative effects, or reversing 
the effects is costly (Cervero, 2013). However urban planners and landscape architects have rescued some of 
the cities from the above mentioned issues through strategic planning. The major part of urban development 
is how strongly transport networks are connected with the outer suburbs (Holzapfel, 2015). This suggests that 
transport networks are an essential part of urban development. For this reason, “most cities were founded at 
carefully selected locations, for example at the intersection of already existing trade routes, at river crossings 
or protected sea harbours” (Holzapfel, 2015, p. 10). 

Auckland is not an exception when it comes to the traffic congestion issue. In the mid-twentieth century, the 
Auckland transport pattern was different. People were mostly using public transport, as the private motor 
vehicle ownership rate was low. Water transport played a major role, In particular before the arrival of the 
Harbour Bridge in 1959 (Ministry of Culture and Heritage, 2015). Auckland is one of the most liveable cities 
in the world (as cited in Ryan, 2014). However, Auckland has faced traffic congestion issues in recent years. 
There are a number of factors which demonstrate the need for further transport development in Auckland.

A NZ Herald article indicates that the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) ranked Auckland as 10th most 
liveable city in the world in 2014. Last year it was elected as one of the most liveable cities out of 140 cities in 
the world for the fifth year in a row. Auckland Mayor Len Brown commented that the Auckland Council was 
satisfied with most of the existing infrastructure facilities. At the same time the Auckland Council still 
struggles to improve infrastructure facilities, for example lack of affordable housing and a poor transport 
network, specifically the railway network (Ryan, 2014).

Another significant issue for Auckland is traffic congestion. The navigation firm Tom Tom listed Auckland 
as the 22nd most congested city compared to 138 cities in the world in 2014 (The NZ Herald as cited in 
Dearnaley, 2014). Aucklanders spend 47 additional minutes for every hour of travelling (The NZ Herald as 
cited in Tan, 2013). A NZ Herald article points out that the city’s central motorway gets congested either 
because of a single car crash, the summer holiday period or at peak traffic times (Ryan & Theunissen, 2014). 
This article indicates that spending more money on expanding the size of motorways is not going to help to 
reduce the level of traffic congestion, so it is essential to implement more transit systems and invest in 
alternative transport systems, for example developing more cycling and walking routes.

Auckland Transport (2013) indicates that “The future role of ferry services within the new network is in need 
of further review” (p. 42). As Auckland’s ferry services are operated by private contractors unlike its bus and 
rail services, there are many stratifications in fare structures. Ferries could be a leading transport system in 
Auckland which has a lot of potential for water transport but some characteristics of the ferry market need 
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to be changed, for example more tourism based ferry services and appropriate fare structures (Auckland 
Transport, 2013).
There are some other actions which are necessary for the further development of transport infrastructure in 
Auckland, including;
Addressing the negative customer feedback and criticism of the current Auckland transport system, in 
particular about the bus network; users reported that
• The Auckland bus network is complicated as it has 400 different route numbers.
• Most of these routes do not proceed straight to the destination.
• This kind of complex system confuses passengers, especially occasional users (Auckland Transport, 2013).

Auckland has more water than land, and it is a water city as it is surrounded by water. The Waitamata 
Harbour, the Kaipara Harbour and the Firth of Thames have the potential to be developed as the world’s 
best water transportation region (Toy, 1977). Moreover, sustainable development is one of the key concepts 
in urban development. Sustainable development focuses on using available resources with concern for 
future generations (UN Documents, n.d.). So, it is important to utilise Auckland’s biggest asset and improve 
transport network and to future-proof its entire transport network. 
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1.1. Title
Creating an effective public transport network while also developing attractive coastal communities via 
designing new water-borne transport nodes in Auckland.

1.2. Research question
How can Auckland significantly increase the water-borne share of public transport, while also developing 
attractive coastal communities/coastal towns at the nodes of the water transport network?

1.3. Aims
This project will explore the network properties of Auckland’s transport infrastructure and how these can 
form a new urban growth. In essence, how the transport network influences the growth of Auckland. This 
project aims to:

1) Gain knowledge about the properties of Auckland’s transport infrastructure network.
2) Gain an understanding of the future growth of Auckland.
3) Analyse the transport network coverage of Auckland.
4) Analyse the site and propose a zoning plan for Browns Bay.

I. Connect the ferry terminals and routes to the appropriate existing network.
II. Analyse possibilities of urbanism and design (with existing water landscape) in Browns Bay.
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2. Rationale

Current infrastructure position and public transport coverage of 
Auckland
Auckland public transport network
Auckland bus network
Auckland train network
Auckland ferry network

Necessity for water transport development in Auckland 

An Analysis of how transport infrastructure will affect future 
growth of Auckland

Water transport precedents
Sydney, Australia
San Francisco, USA
Vancouver, Canada
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2. Rationale

2.1. Current infrastructure status and public transport coverage of 
Auckland

The government and Auckland Council are focusing on Auckland’s infrastructure development by 
implementing a large range of strategies and plans, including the Auckland Plan, the Unitary Plan, the City 
Centre Master Plan, the Waterfront Development Plan, the Integrated Transport programme of Auckland, the 
Auckland Housing Accord, the Southern Initiative and Tamaki Transformation and the Development Strategy 
(Auckland Council, 2013).

By applying the above mentioned tools, stakeholders aim to achieve more public transport, affordable 
housing, growth in job opportunities, better education, environmental protection and social wellbeing 
(Auckland Council, 2012). The design process in this project will take major projects (e.g. Unitary Plan) into 
consideration.

Auckland Council (2015) indicates that 

“Auckland’s transport system is one of the region’s most valuable assets, at $15 
billion. This includes; 7,227km of roads, 6,879km footpaths, 1021 major bridges and 
culverts, 42 rail stations, 27 park and rides sides, 21 wharves and ferry facilities, 171 
off-street car park sites and 19 parking buildings” (p. 32).

By looking at current Auckland transport network, this research understands the strengths and weaknesses of 
current public transport network.
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2.1.1. Auckland public transport 
network

Buses, trains and ferries are the major components 
of Auckland’s public transport (Matt, 2013), with 
important infrastructure elements, such as roads, 
bus stops, shelters, transport interchanges, rail tracks 
and rail services, ferry terminals and wharves, cycle 
paths and footpaths. The following images indicate the 
current and proposed nodes and connector transport 
network of Auckland.

Figure 2.1. Current (2015) and proposed (2018&2025) transport network ( Auckland Transport as cited in 
Matt, 2015).
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Current public transport services mainly focus on metropolitan areas. Suburban and rural areas are a 
secondary consideration. In terms of public transport options, the bus network plays a leading role in the 
public transport network. The second biggest public transport network is rail and the third and smallest 
public transport system is ferry. Auckland Transport (2013) indicates that the services are different in 
frequency. It depends on time and place. The rail network and northern bus way (bus-only lane) have been 
designed to provide faster services. Also a frequency service system has been introduced recently, which 
helps passengers travel more frequently at peak times.
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I. Auckland bus network

Figure 2.2. Auckland bus route (Matt, 2013).

As mentioned in the introduction there is negative feedback and criticism about the current Auckland 
transport system, in particular the bus network:
• It is complicated as it has 400 different route numbers
• Most of these routes are not proceeding straight to the destination
• This kind of complex system confuses passengers, especially occasional users (Auckland Transport, 2013).

Auckland Transport has considered that bus services need to be improved to sort these problems out, 
therefore a new bus network plan has been drawn up. This includes three different layers of networks:
• Rapid
• Frequent, and
• Connector layers (Auckland Transport, 2013).

The future focus of the Auckland Transport network is to be interconnected between different transport 
services. Thus, two different transport plans have been proposed: an all-day service network (2016 and 2022) 
and a rapid and frequent service network (2016 and 2022). Moreover, there are 13 major interchanges, more 
than 24 intermediate interchanges and a number of minor interchanges.
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Figure 2.3. Proposed rapid and frequent service network, 2016&2022 (Auckland Transport, 2013, p. 43).

2016 2022

At the same time, as shown in figure 2.3, the proposed service for the 2016 network and the current 
plan contains 11 major interchanges including Takapuna, Akoranga, Wynyard, Britomart, Henderson, 
University, Newmarket, Panmure, Onehunga and Manukau, 24 intermediate interchanges, and a few minor 
interchanges. Also, there are some ferry wharves including Birkenhead, Bayswater, Stanley Bay and Howick 
which have been indicated even without a new connector network (Auckland Transport, 2013).
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II. Auckland train network

Figure 2.4. Auckland train network (Wikimedia Commons, 2016).

The current rail network has been formed with around 25 train stations all over Auckland, including 15 
stations from Papakura to Britomart in a relatively straight row.
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III. Auckland ferry network

Figure 2.5. Existing ferry services (Auckland Transport, 2014, p. 9).

There are few ferry terminals in Auckland. The biggest is on Auckland’s waterfront at the base of the CBD. 
Others are located on the North Shore, Upper Waitamata Harbour, Tamaki River and Gulf Islands. There are 
also a number of ferry wharves indicated on the Auckland proposed plan by Auckland Transport without a 
new single connecter network, for example Birkenhead Wharf, Bayswater Wharf and Stanley Bay Wharf.

Public transport networks have a strong impact on shaping Auckland city and the life of Aucklanders. Having 
all the public transport components including bus, rail and ferry is an advantage. The recent development 
of the frequency service network covers more passengers than it did it before. The metropolitan area and 
super city area are covered by more public transport networks compared to rest of the Auckland. Inadequate 
services, incomplete public transport networks in some particular areas, the inability to meet the demand 
of a growing population problem need to be addressed and resolved. And more specifically, a lack of water 
transport access, complicated bus route numbers, an inflexible ticketing system and fare structures.
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Auckland Transport functions as a supporting organisation to Auckland Council. It gains its funding from three 
different sources, including 60% from Auckland Council, 28% from the NZ Transport Agency and 12% from 
other sources, including infringement fees. Auckland Transport plays a key role in transport infrastructure 
management, however, the NZ Transport Agency and Kiwi Rail also take a part in maintenance activities 
(Auckland Council, 2015).

Auckland Council (2016) indicates that the transport section of the Auckland Plan (2013) has been designed 
to provide easy access for the local people and visitors, to develop the economy and provide a safe life. The 
council has set five “strategic directions” to reach its goals, such as 

“double public transport from 70 million trips in 2012 to 140 million trips by 2022 (subject to 
additional funding), increase the proportion of the trips made by public transport into the city centre 
during the morning peak from 47% of all vehicular trips in 2011 to 70% by 2040, reduce road crash 
fatalities and serious injuries from 506 to no more than 410 in 2020, reduce congestion levels for 
vehicles on the strategic freight network to at or below the average of 2006-2009 levels (average daily 
speed of 45km and average delay of 32 seconds for kilometre) by 2021 and increase the proportion of 
people living within walking distance of frequent public transport steps from 14% (2011), to 32% by 
2040” (Auckland Transport, 2013, s. 13).

Auckland Transport indicates that 
“Auckland is expected to grow by more than 1 million people by 2043. Most of the growth will take 

place within the existing urban area, but 11,000 acres of greenfields (future urban) land has also been 
identified in the proposed Auckland unitary plan” (Auckland Transport, 2016, para. 1).

Auckland is growing in size and population. Auckland Council believes due to poor planning and urban 
sprawl over the last 30 years, traffic congestion and private car ownership rates have gone up. In order 
to combat this, the Auckland Council aims to interconnect all transport networks into a single accessible 
transport network. This means integrating the different forms of transport including buses, trains, ferries and 
cycle ways and walking paths. A particular focus is to reduce traffic congestion, which can be achieved by 
facilitating better access to public transport. Usage of public transport has gradually increased in Auckland. 
The number of passengers has increased by 5 million trips from 2011 to 2012, and the council expects this 
number will grow considerably by 2040 (Auckland Transport, 2013).

There are particular areas that the council have been focused on for future growth, including Warkworth, 
Wainui and Silverdale-Dairy Flat in the north, Whenuapai, Redhills, Kumeu-Huapai and Riverhead in the 
north-west; Opaheke-Drury, Karaka, Paerata and Pukekohe in the south. The council has planned to build 
93,000-117,000 additional houses in these areas (Auckland Transport, 2016, para. 2).

Sunders and Dalziel (2015) note that, according to the Ministry of Transport, an economic development 
based transport investment has been made on Auckland’s railways which helps to develop meat and dairy 
businesses locally and globally. Also, the authors believe that easy access to transport can provide the 
cheaper labour within the dairy and meat industries. However, some transport development can bring 
negative impacts on the economy. For example the number of new motorways can limit people’s access to 
some railway stations, damaging the business of railway-oriented small businesses. Sunders & Dalziel (2015) 
believe the availability and location of motorways and bypasses will have a massive impact on the economy 
of New Zealand, in particular the economy of Auckland whose share of the national economy is projected to 
increase from 34% in 2014 to 43% in 2042. 

2.2. An Analysis of how transport infrastructure will affect future 
growth of Auckland
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Chart 2.1. Projected share of the national economy 2014 and 2042 under the baseline 
assumptions (Sunders & Dalziel, 2015, para. 10).
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Auckland Transport demonstrates its future vision for water transport development through its Ferry 
Development Plan. The plan indicates that developing existing ferry terminals, providing additional ferry 
services, introducing integrated ticketing system and building new ferry terminals are major considerations. 
The proposed investment strategy for the development of ferry terminals is shown in table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Proposed capital and renewal projects (Auckland Transport, 2014, p. 5&6).
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Three locations Te 
Atatu, Takapuna 
and Browns 
Bay have been 
suggested for new 
ferry terminals.

Figure 2.6. Proposed ferry services (Auckland Transport, 2014).

Projected 
costs for these 
developments 
have been 
suggested as 
shown in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2. Suggested new ferry services (Auckland Transport, 2014, p. 23).
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The Ferry Development Plan indicates that the building of new ferry terminals will occur in the next 10 years. 
This development strategy could improve the transport capacity of Auckland, and the places located around 
ferry terminals will gradually densify and support large commercial centres.

The Unitary Plan and Auckland Plan are going to take a leading role in the future development of Auckland. In 
particular the proposed Auckland transport network is going to cover more areas than it did before. Auckland 
urban development is also going to be accelerated by more housing and building under the Compact City 
(CC) model (a model in the Unitary Plan). Some weak points that can be identified in the proposed transport
network of Auckland are:
• Inappropriate ticketing and fare structure with the Auckland ferry transport network

(Auckland Transport, 2013).
• The transport network is not well-connected with some rural and coastal areas (especially remote areas)

e.g. Maraetai. This can cause alienation for the outer areas and increase traffic congestion.

To conclude, Auckland Council and Auckland Transport provide number of tools to accelerate transport 
development in Auckland. Some strategic directions aim to develop some sub-urban and rural areas including 
Warkworth, Karaka and Pukekohe. Providing more public transport will also lead to the urbanisation of other 
suburban and rural areas. Development of all three public transport networks, cycling, and walking can 
together create a healthier and more sustainable urbanism. Further, introducing a multi-ticketing system and 
changing the fare structure show some smart decision-making for future growth by authorities. Planning new 
ferry terminals is another strategic move by the council. In particular, introducing the Ferry Development Plan 
will make a big difference in future growth. However, in terms of investment planning, water transport still 
stands behind the other transport options. This shows that Auckland’s water assets have not been taken into 
consideration. If water transport is not developed properly, Auckland might struggle to provide necessary 
transport services in the future as the population is expected to grow rapidly. Therefore, it is important to 
find these latent connections and take action to create alternative connections between urban, suburban and 
rural areas. Healthy urbanisation and better social interaction could be created by interconnecting transport 
networks.
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2.3. Necessity for water transport development in Auckland
As mentioned in the introduction,
• Auckland’s population is expected to grow by one million in 2040 (Auckland Council, 2013), and traffic 

congestion is already at breaking point.
• Auckland’s leading public transport system is bus but it is problematic. The complicated bus network (e.g. 

many route numbers) creates difficulties for passengers (Auckland Transport, 2013).
• Auckland is ranked behind nine other cities in the list of the top ten liveable cities (The NZ Herald as cited 

in Ryan, 2014). Auckland has the potential to be ranked highly, but it is 10th due to a low score on 
infrastructure. 

These problems have not arisen overnight. They are symptoms of a lack of strategic planning. Auckland 
is a linear city surrounded by water and containing more water than land (Toy, 1977), so connecting and 
expanding the transport network through using water is practical and appropriate.

An increasing population is another reason. There has been a significant increase in immigrant numbers 
in recent years. The Unitary Plan indicates the population will increase significantly over the next 30 years 
(Statistics NZ as cited in Ross, 2015). Auckland central areas have already been filled by a large number 
of dwellings. So, the other zones including coastal areas need to be urbanised while paying attention to 
environmental concerns.

Chart 2.2. AM Peak boardings (Auckland Transport, 2014, p. 18).

An increasing number of ferry terminals is another reason for water transport development. The above chart 
by Auckland Transport shows the morning peak time and recent and predicted demand for ferry services in 
Auckland. The overall statistics show ferry use is expected to increase in the future, in particular the number 
of daily peak-time passengers at Half Moon Bay is predicted to increase from 600 in 2014 to 1,100 in 2026 
and 1,450 in 2046. While ferry use at peak times at Devonport grows steadily from 1,100 in 2014 to 1,400 in 
2026 and 1,550 in 2046. 
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Healthy urbanism (where places 
allow people to be active and 
healthy, e.g. people get more fresh 
air and exercise in their city based 
lifestyle) can be driven by water 
transport, including an active beach 
life style. People can be engaged in 
walking, cycling and other leisure 
activities. According to Auckland 
Council (2012) transport has 
determined urban growth patterns 
in Auckland over the last 40 years. 
People are drawn to areas with 
better access to public transport. 
Water transport can develop coastal 
communities. Sydney is a good 
example for water transport based 
urbanism. Figure 2.7. Hot spots for high-rise development 

in Sydney (Johnson, 2014).

Figure 2.8. Potential urban growth in Sydney’s transport nodes 
(Urban Agency as cited in Architecture AU, 2016). 
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Many parts of Auckland still remain disconnected 
from major transport nodes. There is imbalance 
in the provision of public transport throughout 
the Auckland region.

In figure 2.9, well-connected transport zones and poorly connected transport zones of the super city area and 
the non-super city areas are indicated. Some of these places have not even got a single connecter network 
and some places have not been included in the proposed plan, for example Maraetai.

According to Agarwal (2015), there are some significant benefits to water transport compared with other 
transport options, primarily its low cost. The provision of roads and highways is a challenge for governments 
due to cost, whereas the sea provides natural route, so less construction work is required.

Other benefits are time and speed. Water transport satisfies passengers as there are no congestion issues 
on water transport routes which makes it a faster transport service. It also has large carrying capacities 
compared with buses, in terms of passengers and goods. Safety is also another factor. In recent days due to 
traffic congestion and increasing rate of private motor vehicle ownership, there is a higher risk of accidents 
with land transport. Natural disasters can disable an entire city’s transport services suddenly. Water transport 
also performs well in natural disasters. Flooding can limit or control other transport options, but water 
transport would not be affected, and could provide an option for rescue missions.

In summary, water is an incredible asset for Auckland city which has faced serious traffic congestion problems 
in recent years. Auckland’s central suburbs have grown in both population and housing density but are not at 
capacity in terms of roads and highways. In any case, more roads are not the solution. “Trying to cure traffic 
congestion by adding more capacity is like trying to cure obesity by loosening your belt” (Duany, Zyberk and 
Spek, 2000, para. 4). Suburban, rural and coastal community area development is necessary for Auckland to 
accommodate more people to meet the future demand. Developing sustainable transport services means 
using available resources with concern for environment and the future generation. Auckland has more water 
resource than land (The Centre for Sustainable Transportation, 2002), therefore water transport development 
is the best option for the future growth of Auckland.

Figure 2.9. Transport infrastructure provision in Auckland super 
city area (Auckland Transport, 2013).
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2.4. Water transport precedents
Water transport helps a country’s economic, social and environmental development in many ways. It not only 
provides a transport service but is enjoyable. Therefore, most of the countries with access to the sea or large 
rivers try to provide water transport infrastructure, either for the purpose of attracting tourists or providing 
necessary transport facilities to the local people. Some countries focus on both tourists and local residents. 
A number of cities have been very successful in water transport as it drives healthier urbanism (Hornell, 1946).

2.4.1. Sydney, Australia 

Water is a significant asset of Sydney, and it 
contributes to its status as a liveable city. Sydney is 
the main business centre of Australia. Ferries are 
the best way to travel around CBD area of Sydney, 
and 14.7 million passengers use ferries every year. 
Connecting Sydney with Manly also plays a major 
role in the tourism industry. Sydney ferry networks 
create connections with Manly, Toronga Park Zoo, 
Parramatta River, Darling Harbour, Neutral Bay, 
Mosman Bay and the eastern suburbs. There are 
37 different wharves are interconnected with 
the main hub of circular Quay (New South Wales 
Government, 2015).

Sydney expects 1.3 million new residents over the 
next 20 years (Sydney Water, 2014). Sydney Water 
(an Australian water utility company) indicates 
that the council is aiming to create 625,000 jobs 
and 50,000 houses to cope. Also, Sydney Water 
believe it is possible to achieve this target through 
water transport oriented development while 
maintaining the good quality of the water.

Figure 2.10. Sydney (Jim, 2014).

Figure 2.11. Sydney ferries map (Insydney, 2014).
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2.4.2. San Francisco, USA

San Francisco is one of the largest cities in 
California, USA. Its population began to grow 
due to gold mining business in 1848. From this 
period onwards, San Francisco grew steadily 
both in population and urbanisation (Sandbox 
networks, 2016). Water transport played a 
key role in creating a dense urban area with 
districtive geographical features (e.g. water, 
hills). This successful water transport network 
is incorporated with other transits systems 
(Walker, 2010). 

Ferries play a major role in a large and complex 
public transport system that serves the whole 
bay. It has wider water transport  network 
connections with the whole Bay Area including 
Alcatraz, Berkeley, Sausalito, Alameda, Oakland, 
Angel Island, Tiburon, Larkspur and Vallejo etc. 
Golden Gate Ferry Services provide efficient and 
frequent services to these areas. (Tripadvisor 
LLC, 2016).

The general transport plan of San Francisco 
has taken some key matters into consideration 
while developing a successful transport network, 
including regional transportation, congestion 
management, vehicle circulation, transit, 
pedestrians, cycling, citywide parking and goods 
movements (City & County of San Francisco 
Planning Department, 2016).  

Figure 2.12. San Francisco (Prologis, 2016).

Figure 2.13. San Francisco Bay Ferry Routes Map (Guide 
Publishing Group, 2015).
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2.4.3. Vancouver, Canada

Vancouver consists of a grid pattern of roads up to  
800-1000m long that connect (Walker, 2015) to the
bay areas via a water transport network. This city was
also ranked the top 10 liveable city in 2012. (Super
Natural British Columbia, 2015).

Vancouver has one of the biggest ferry networks in 
the world, and in 2011/12 its ferries carried over 
20 million passangers. The network connnects 
passengers to many islands, including the Gulf Islands 
of Denman, Hornby, Quadra and Cortes as well as 
Tsawwassen, Horseshoe Bay, Swartz Bay and Duke 
Point. Leading BC Ferry company services 25 different 
routes  and 47 terminals.  Having car carrying ferries 
in this network is a major advantage for residents 
(Tourism Vancouver Island, 2013).

Figure 2.14. Vancouver (The University of British 
Columbia, 2013).

Figure 2.15. Vancouver Ferry Routes (Vancouver Island 
Actions, 2016).
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The development of these cities has happened through the enhancement of water transport. Their 
water transport oriented urban development strategies, transport networking system, water transport 
tools, water transport industry operation and ownership models of ferry services can be studied. The 
water transport network of Sydney indicates it is possible to carry millions of passengers by ferries if the 
regional water transport network is interconnected appropriately. The water transport network of San 
Francisco shows how dense urban area can be created through an integrated water transport network. 
Also, both San Francisco and Vancouver’s water transport networks show how a water transport network 
can be connected with other transport networks to create a sustainable urbanism.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Theoretical Framework

3.1.1. Transport as network 

Infrastructure can be studied from a network theory viewpoint. Most infrastructure components have strong 
mutual network connections with other components, such as transport, street communications, energy 
and water system have a strong connection (Graham & Marvin, 2001). A network means a connected graph 
between nodes (or vertices) and edges (or links). 

Environment and cost are taken into consideration while planning a transport network and technological 
information system, and are the key to regulating transport network. Developing a transport network 
means creating more effective transport in the connected nodes and edges, and connecting new and 
disconnected links to the existing transport network (Maria, Reginani & Rietveld, 2007). Characteristics of 
the land transport network are defined by edges. Conversely, water transport and air networks are defined 
by nodes as these two transport systems do not have indicative edges. Research organisation The Geography 
of Transport System in their article (Transport Geography on the Web) identifies vertices, edges, sub-graphs 
and buckles as network components (Rodrigue & Ducruet, 2015). Vertices and edges are most commonly 
described in transport network studies. These two components will be utilised for design approaches in this 
project.

Low frequency,   High frequency radials, High frequency 
weak connections still weak connections network, strong 

connections

Figure 3.1. Network Effect (Nielsen & Lang, 2012, p. 7).

Another significant statement made by Nielsen & Lang (2008), is that effective transport can be achieved in 
any region including urban and rural through appropriate transport design. Therefore Nielsen & Lang (2008) 
have designed six different network models; Squaresville, Medium-Sized City, Large Town, Small Town, Village 
& Stations and Express bus stop.
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A basic network system has edges 
and nodes, e.g. transport system as 
shown in the figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Network elements (Nykamp, 2012, para. 1).

Terminals and stations act as nodes while roads and routes act as edges.

In addition, the 
Institute of Network 
Culture (INC) is 
one of the leading 
network research 
organisations run 
by Amsterdam 
University of 
Applied Science. 
INC compiles 
infrastructure into 
three types as 
shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3. Infrastructure Network Model (Baran as cited in Picerno & Lorusso, 2013, para. 6).
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Nykamp (2012) has categorized transport networks into 4 parts on the basis of size/type of edges and nodes, 
including directed network, undirected network, undirected network where edges and nodes have different 
types and directed network where the edges and nodes have different weight (para.4).

Figure 3.4. Network types (Nykamp, 2012, para. 4).

According to the images, both ends of an edge is connected with nodes. Every edge (route, road & channel 
etc.) has different capacity or weight. In image 1, the edge has a similar capacity. Image 2 shows a network 
that has both one way and two way systems. The third image shows many different types of nodes. And the 
fourth image shows a combination of those with one way system (NyKamp, 2012).
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According to Rodrigue (2016a) the quality of transport will be determined by characteristics of transport 
components, including feeder, hub, gateway, corridor, link and node.

Figure 3.5. Network components (Rodrigue, 2016b).

Node: A place connected by many links (e.g. transport nodes)
Link: Connects the nodes (e.g. mode of transport)  
Gateway: A connecting place of two separate transport modes (e.g. bus, train). Gateways 
are an important part of a transport network as they connect many different links together 
Hub: A central place for connecting the same kind of transport modes 
Feeder: An additional node which helps to manage the traffic flow 
Corridor: A series of nodes which influence traffic flow (Rodrigue, 2016b).

In transport planning, random and scale-free networks have a big impact on transport network strategy 
in several countries, including the US transport network. It is important to study random and scale-free 
networks, in particular Erdos and Reny’s theory which has been considered as a major theory. These network 
types are most useful for a complex transport network. Random networks contain a fixed number of nodes 
connected by random edges. When network involves more nodes, the system grows, becoming a scale-free 
network (Barabasi, Albert & Jeong, 1999). The Mean-Field theory was developed to address the issues with 
scale-free networks. Modification of edges is not stoppable in the contemporary world as development 
happens (Barabasi, Albert & Jeong, 1999). Nodes (e.g. bus stations) cannot usually be modified (in terms 
of size and direction) whereas edges (e.g. the number of bus routes) can always be modified. The following 
image indicates how a scale-free network forms when more nodes are added.

 Figure 3.6. Random and Scale free network (Barabasi, Albert & Jeong, 2000).
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3.1.2. Theory about transport infrastructure in planning and urban design
A country’s economic growth and level of development can be determined by the quantity and quality of 
infrastructure facilities. Infrastructure can be divided into two types; hard vs soft infrastructure, or physical 
vs social infrastructure. Hard (physical) infrastructure includes transportation, energy, water management, 
communications, solid waste management and earth monitoring, while soft infrastructure (social) includes 
governance, economic, social, sports and recreational facilities (Casey, 2005). Soft infrastructure refers to a 
system to build strong social connections via organisations and services. 

Wegener (2004) indicates that 
“The history of urban settlement is closely linked to transport. Cities appeared in human history 
when technological innovation required the spatial division of labour between specialized crafts and 
agricultural labour and gave rise to urban-rural travel and goods transport. Cities were established at 
trade routes, ports or river crossings and became origins and destinations of trade flows” (p. 742).

The American Planning Association (2006) believes it is necessary to consider all the infrastructure facilities, 
in particular transport. The World Resource Institute has indicated the world’s urban population will increase 
from 50% to 70% by 2050. In order to combat urban sprawl and traffic congestion, its advice is to build a 
compact city model and adopt new urban design strategies (World Resource Institute, 2015).

Rodrigue (2016) indicates that a city’s size also determines the requirement of transport infrastructure 
capacity. When a city grows, its provision of transport infrastructure needs to be increased. Failing to do this 
will result in traffic congestion and future urban sprawl. He argues that generally provision of infrastructure 
is insufficient when a city becomes bigger in population, resulting in traffic congestion, insufficient public 
transport facilities and unsafe traffic systems. Fast moving highways can create easy access to city areas and 
affordable housing, but designing cycle-ways and walking paths are smart investments for the future.

Decisions around transport infrastructure have become a major responsibility for national and local 
government all over the world, as transport infrastructure determines the quality of urban planning and 
urban design. Troy & Neutze (1969) believe that land use and transport need to be integrated to provide an 
effective transport system both inside and outside the urban boundaries. The growth of urban shape can 
be determined by the existing transport pattern, so making decisions on people’s transport desires can be 
achieved through the existing statistics of transport utilisation. 

Connecting neighbourhoods can minimise traffic congestion in urban areas and encourage people to 
use public transport. Mulholland, Johnson, Ladd & Klassen (2009) use the concept Active Transport in 
urban design. All kinds of transport options including public and private should be well-connected with 
neighbourhoods. Reducing the number of cars and increasing easy accessible public transport makes an 
urban area more attractive (Grimes, Apatov, Lutchman & Robinson, 2014). Attractive suburbs, more open 
spaces and easy transport access to the city can also encourage physical activity. 

Internationally recognised public organisation, the UITP (2014) indicates 

“The way we choose to move around cities is having a direct impact on our health, but there is 
an alternative: the health benefits of active transport (walking and cycling combined with public 
transport) can prevent many of the 3.2 million deaths from physical inactivity. Compared with 
sedentary experience of driving a car, public transport plays a central role in encouraging more active 
travel as most journeys by public transport also involve a walk or cycle to a stop or station” (UITP, 
2014, para. 4).

Another reason for focusing on transport infrastructure while undertaking urban development is connecting 
networks and avoiding complexity. Un-Habitat (2013) indicates that the city can be built on a large scale while 
still encouraging cycling and walking. Cycling and walking eliminate traffic congestion, and can improve social 
interaction. 
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Developed countries focus on better provision of public transport systems. However they tend to also focus 
on building more highways, which encourages private motor vehicle ownership. In developing countries, 
there is an imbalance in provision of transport between urban areas and suburban areas, which can cause 
major problems in people’s everyday life (Un-Habitat, 2013).

In an article by Cekmis (2013) based on Istanbul, Turkey, the author demonstrates an effective urban design 
which is based on transport infrastructure. When it comes to transport, priorities for public are easy access, 
speed and safety. It is necessary to connect water, land and air transportation pathways within the urban area 
to get maximum accessibility. More effective transport systems lead to easy access for passengers and make 
a city more attractive. Therefore, provision of transport infrastructure needs to be carefully considered as it 
changes city’s shape and people’s standard of life.

The better provision of transport infrastructure can improve a region’s economy through creating easy access 
to transport between urban areas and other regions. Through easy access to consumers, the regions become 
more viable. Therefore, it is important to consider transport infrastructure as one of the major infrastructure 
elements while making investment decisions on infrastructure. “Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)” could be the 
best tool option for prioritising infrastructure properties. Richmond (1990) points out that lower income 
people tend to live in areas with poor transport areas. Therefore, merely providing transport infrastructure 
without strategic thinking does not give successful outcomes. Smart decisions are necessary to provide good 
transport access to people who really need it.

A city with an accessible, reliable, affordable and quick transport system can grow its economy which 
creates more job opportunities. Another economic benefit of better transport is increased property values in 
particular areas due to more facilities (e.g. shops) and higher density (Cekmis, 2013). Provision of transport 
infrastructure determines social, economy and environmental factors of a city, in particular the provision of 
good transport infrastructure, which can protect the environment as well. 

“Smart transport infrastructure can also help address the need for sustainability and inclusiveness 
in urban design and development as population increase, inequality persists and environmental 
pressures build. The economic cost of business-as-usual policies is substantial; by 2050, transport-
related fuel use and co2 emissions are expected to more than double globally, delay hours due to 
congestion are estimated to almost double and urban traffic fatalities are expected to increase around 
650,000 per annum. Smart infrastructure considers environmental impacts, economic efficiency and 
quality of life. It can make a positive contribution to mobility, accessibility and equality in an urban 
area” (EYGM Limited, 2015, p. 2).

The fact that well-designed transport can have such a positive impact on social, environmental and economic 
aspects of city life, means it should be a higher priority in urban design. Integrating these three aspects while 
planning a new urban design, including an effective transport network, leads to the creation of sustainable 
cities. 
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3.2. Data collection and data analysis
Data collection and analysis for this project is outlined in the table below.

Table 3.1. Data collection methods.
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Primary data collection
Site visit: Site visits and observation provide an understanding of the entire Browns Bay area. Photos were 
taken to demonstrate the key features of this site.
Communication with stakeholders: Gained a large amount of data by contacting the Auckland Council by 
email and arranging face to face meetings.

GIS and geo-processing
GIS: According to Zeiler (1999) GIS is a unique tool for landscape architects, urban planners and engineers.  

Figure 3.7. The parts of GIS (Zeiler, 1999, p.46).

People, data, analysis, hardware and software are major components of GIS. GIS provides spatial information 
for geography worldwide. Computer generated GIS maps provides information via attribute tables, compared 
to any other maps including hard copies. It provides correct measurement, locations and connections and 
identifies infrastructure e.g. road networks.

GIS allows the user to create models for their own purposes. Models help to visualise various geographic 
aspects including features, networks and surfaces, and the geo database data model prevents errors in 
planning via converting a physical data model into logical data model.

The Geo database is one of the unique operations of GIS. A geo database functions with the help of four 
geographic data types including vector data, raster data, triangular irregular networks (TIN) and address 
and locations. Shape files which contain spatial and attribute data is the input data method for most GIS 
processing. A shape file contains following features. 
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Geo-processing: Design ideas of landscape architects, architects, urban designers and regional planners 
can be expressed through visualisation. GIS is a significant tool for visualizing ideas because of its advanced 
technology in modelling. It helps to make decisions on design projects or find answers for a question in the 
geographic disciplines (Tomlin, 2011).

Geo-processing is a cheaper and easier way to make decisions on proposed plans.

“What remains for GIS is to deliver those precedents to the geo designer not just in terms of pretty 
pictures but, rather in terms of things like dimensional standards, spatial templates, legal citations, 
price lists and environmental impact assessments that are keyed to particular components of the 
design project at hand” (Tomlin, 2011, p  . 141).

In conclusion, GIS and geo-processing are two major disciplines of landscape architects and urban designers. 
They provide accurate information of geographical data and helps to save time and money, preventing errors 
while designing projects at all scales.
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4. Contextual design approaches and goals

Design approaches
Inner and outer circle approach
Random network to scale-free network
Centralised network to decentralised and distributed  
network

Design goals
Major design goals
Resilience of transport network and possibility of  
equilibrium 
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4. Contextual design approaches and goals
The design method adopts different network systems and models. The new network design is proposed, 
through knowledge gained from literature reviews and analysis of the existing Auckland ferry, bus and train 
network.

4.1. Design approaches

4.1.1. Inner and outer circle approach

Transport design is approached under two different zones, the inner and outer circle.
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Figure 4.1. Inner and outer circle design approach

As shown in the figure, networks that are connected by land transport to the Auckland CBD are the inner 
circle while places that are connected by water transport are the outer circle.
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4.1.2. From random network to scale-free network
A scale-free network is the main tool for designing inner circle, therefore, according to Erdos – Reny’s 
theory, networks begin with a small number of nodes and when they introduce more nodes the network 
starts getting bigger and wider. Nodes which have more connections and edges will grow faster than poorly 
connected nodes (Barabasi, Albert & Jeong, 1999).

Figure 4.2. Inner circle design approach
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4.1.3. From centralised network to decentralised and distributed 
network

Figure 4.3. Outer circle design approach

A centralised network 
will be applied to the 
design of the outer circle 
- many individual units
functioning from a central
point (Canada Foundation
for Nepal, 2009). In
terms of Browns Bay, a
centralised network is
converted either into
decentralised network or
distributed network after
connecting Browns Bay
with the inner and outer
circle.

Figure 4.4. Network development of outer circle (Baran as cited in Picerno & 
Lorusso, 2013).
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In short, transport design in this project aims to turn a smaller network into a wider network. The design 
combines the inner and outer circle, as Browns Bay has two different transport patterns - land and water 
transport. When the inner circle network is connected with the outer circle network, size and coverage have 
been expanded, therefore a scale-free network theory is applied to this zone. In addition, a major node of 
the outer circle network is a new water transport node which is connected with existing water transport 
nodes. Due to this, a centralised network is applied for the outer circle network. However, when inner circle 
and outer circle are connected together there will be a single network which could be a decentralised or 
centralised network.
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4.2. Design goals

4.2.1. Major design goals 

Implementing the above-mentioned approaches achieves the following goals:

Primary design goals
Connect the major outer circle network to the CBD area to create access to services and facilities 
More services and facilities can be reached in this area via enhancement transport oriented urban 
development. At the same time people can get access to the CBD area or other areas like Manukau.

Connect the inner and outer circle networks with neighbouring suburbs to increase employment 
opportunities
Transport-oriented development attracts business people and investors in particular areas, allowing job 
opportunities to grow. Easy access encourages people to find jobs in neighbouring suburbs and CBD area. 
Employers are interested in hiring people who have easy transport access.

Secondary design goals
Maintain the landscape and park design for Low Impact Urban Development
LIUD is a necessary approach in transport-oriented urban development. It not only helps to create attractive 
cities but also helps to protect the environment. It can also mitigate and remedy issues with current 
developments. Existing green spaces will be enhanced through environmentally friendly landscape design.

Design a zoning plan for attractive coastal communities
As mentioned in previous chapters, a transport network can determine an urban pattern (Auckland Council, 
2012). This also provides opportunity for further housing zones (with reasonable density), resulting in more 
affordable accommodation.

Providing public open space design for sports and active recreation
Community buildings and recreation centres like sports grounds provide more opportunities for people to get 
engaged with sports which keeps people physically and mentally fit.
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4.2.2. Resilience of transport network and the possibility of equilibrium – 
A latent outcome
While transport design is often focused on healthier urban development it can also enhance people’s 
movement. In terms of Browns Bay, transport development can create a resilient network which provides 
access for people with less complication and higher level of safety. When the network gets larger, an 
equilibrium can sometimes be created. According to Sheffi (1985) equilibrium is a mathematical approach 
which provides more route options for passengers. A destination can be reached by two different routes with 
a different travel time from same starting point. For example, 

  Figure 4.5. Equilibrium (Sheffi, 1985, p. 21).

As shown in figure 4.5, link 1 and link 2 take passengers from route ‘O’ to route ‘D’.  The travel distance may 
be different, but the travel time could be the same. 

    Figure 4.6. Equilibrium (Sheffi, 1985, p. 21).

As shown in figure 4.6, even if the travel distance of route 1 is shorter than route 2, if passengers find free 
flow on route 2 and delays on route 1, their option is going to be route 2, because the travel time will be the 
same.

To sum up, there are a number of goals to achieve through this design. Firstly, achieving easy transport 
access and creating attractive coastal communities through transport-oriented urban development. Many 
design factors are taken into account, to enhance the quality of social, cultural and economic aspects of 
this development. Resilience in a transport network automatically happens when easy transport access is 
provided. The secondary goal of equilibrium is not possible to measure. 
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5. Site selection, design and reflection

5.1. Introduction to the site

Figure 5.1. Regional context to the site
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This project looks at Browns Bay as a case study and site for new ferry terminal. It is one of the suggested 
ferry terminal locations in Auckland Transport’s Ferry Development Plan. Browns Bay is one of the 
administrative wards of Auckland Council. It is located in East Coast Bay area in Auckland (Auckland Council, 
2014). 

Browns Bay is the chosen site for this project, focusing in particular on the seaward side of Browns Bay, an 
area identified by Auckland Council for development under the Unitary Plan.

Browns Bay contains two super-markets, healthcare centres and a school. It has the potential to grow as 
an urban area through enhancement of its transport network. Reaching the CBD area by other transport 
options is difficult as it has number of disparate nodes. However employment, universities and commerce 
are all (most of them) in Auckland CBD, and currently residents commute by car. City car parking and traffic 
congestion are a major concern.
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5.1.1. History

The North shore was formed by volcanic 
eruptions. Ancestral Polynesian people 
migrated to Aotearoa in the 12th centuries, 
and early settlements of the North Shore 
started in Torpedo Bay. Settlement of the 
rest of the area happened as people spread 
out (e.g. Browns Bay) for farming and 
settlement purposes (Auckland Council, 
2011).

In the 1880s, Mr. Browns was a farmer 
in Auckland’s Mt Albert. In 1886, he 
purchased 36 acres of land in what was to 
become Browns Bay. The Brown family later 
gave it its name.

Figure 5.2. Browns Bay Road, Browns Bay in the 1980s (Browns 
Bay Business Association, 2016).

Figure 5.3. Browns Bay farm land in 1915 (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).

Browns Bay was initially utilised for 
agricultural purposes by the Brown family.

Non-residents started visiting the area for 
leisure activities in the 1890s. Due to this 
reason the Brown family started running a 
shop along with postal services. The Brown 
family sold part of the land for housing in 
1916. 

Figure 5.4. People at Browns Bay beach (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).
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Figure 5.5. Picnic group at Browns Bay in 1925 (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).

Figure 5.6. Subdivided lands at Browns Bay (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).
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Figure 5.7. Four Square Store at Browns Bay in 1960s (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).

As people started moving 
inhabiting Browns Bay, bus 
and ferry services to the city 
were established. Gradually 
new shops, churches, schools 
and sports clubs were 
established, making Browns 
Bay a lively part of the East 
Coast Bays. In the 1959, the 
North Shore was connected 
to the Auckland CBD via the 
Harbour Bridge.

Figure 5.8. Crowded wharf at Browns Bay in 1920s (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).

Figure 5.9. Browns Bay skating rink (Browns Bay Business Association, 
2016).
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Browns Bay Wharf is an 
important feature in Browns 
Bay history, and was a great 
asset to the area. Although 
the ferry wharf was under 
the tidal range, it was useful 
for locals who had their own 
boats to facilitate goods 
delivery. Unfortunately, this 
wharf was damaged by a 
storm in 1936 (Browns Bay 
Business Association, 2015).

Figure 5.10. Browns Bay Beach group (Browns Bay Business Association, 2016).

Figure 5.11. Storm damage to Browns Bay Wharf in 1936 (Browns Bay Business 
Association, 2016).
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5.1.2. Current urban pattern of Browns Bay

Browns Bay has been growing 
steadily in the last century. There 
are currently 4,000 residents and 
200 local businesses in Browns Bay 
(Browns Bay Business Association, 
2016). It has all the facilities 
for local people and holiday 
makers. In particular there are 
many healthcare providers, two 
supermarkets, three gyms, primary 
and intermediate schools, more 
than 80 retail stores and plenty of 
speciality food stores.

Figure 5.12. Countdown supermarket - Browns Bay (Author’s own 
image, 2016).

Figure 5.13. New World supermarket - Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.14. Physiotherapy - Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Figure 5.15. Fitness centre - Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.16. Standalone commerce buildings, Anzac Road - Browns 
Bay (Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.17. Standalone commerce buildings near Beach Front Lane,
Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 2016).

Due to the existing zoning system, 
development has been piece-meal, 
rather than integrated. There are 
significant numbers of standalone 
and single storey buildings.
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Figure 5.18. Standalone commerce buildings, Anzac Road - Browns Bay 
(Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.19. Standalone commerce buildings, Anzac Road - Browns Bay 
(Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.20. Standalone commerce buildings, Anzac Road - Browns Bay 
(Author’s own image, 2016).

For example these shops are 
located in the “town centre zone”. 
This zone could accommodate 
multi-storey buildings (3-4 
storeys) which could accelerate 
commerce in the town centre, 
and free up land for housing. The 
Auckland Council Unitary Plan 
also determines this zone as town 
centre, prioritising three and 
four storey buildings (Auckland 
Council, 2013).
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Figure 5.21. Standalone commerce buildings Anzac Road - Browns Bay 
(Author’s own image, 2016).

This residential area (Anzac Road) 
close to the town-centre is filled 
with standalone houses which 
restricts density and therefore 
affordable housing.

Some features already make this 
place special, e.g. the Beach Front 
Lane Reserve, located between 
town centre and the beach, 
featuring attractive landscape 
design.

Figure 5.23. Beach Front Lane Reserve - Browns Bay (Author’s own 
image, 2016).
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Figure 5.22. Standalone houses, Anzac Road - Browns Bay (Author’s 
own image, 2016).



Figure 5.24. Beach Front Lane Reserve Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.25. Beach Front Lane Reserve Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.26. Beach Front Lane Reserve Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 
2016).
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5.1.3. Current public transport pattern of Browns Bay
Bus is the leading public 
transport option in 
Browns Bay. Bus routes 
cover all the main 
arterial routes in Browns 
Bay.

Browns Bay Road, Clyde 
Road, Valley Road, Bute 
Road, Beach Road, 
Glencoe Road and Anzac 
Road. Browns Bay Road 
connects to East Coast 
Road which is connected 
with another bus route 
on Beach Road. Glencoe 
Road has a bus route 
through the connectivity 
of Oaktree Avenue. Also, 
Bute Road has a bus 
route between Beach 
Road and Clyde road. 
But Anzac Road connects 
both Beach Road and 
Clyde Road by bus route.

On the other hand, 
people are still using 
the ferry services of 
Devonport. Auckland 
Ferry Development 
Plan (2014) shows 
Devonport’s ‘Park and 
Ride’ coverage reaches 
up to Browns Bay and 
Albany. The park and 
ride service provides an 
opportunity to reach a 
public transport node 
(e.g. ferry) via private 
cars for those people 
who have poor public 
transport access in 
their residential area 
(Translink, 2012).

Figure 5.28. Park and ride catchment (Auckland Transport, 2014, p.26).

Figure 5.27. Bus route - Browns Bay
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5.2. Site analysis
This project analyses Browns Bay under four categories: water depth, biophysical, planning and social.

According to Auckland Council, 

“Beach is approx. 800m long contained at both ends of cliff approximately 20m high and shore 
platform and reef extending from these cliff. Taiaotea stream discharges at southern end of cliff. 
Beach width to low tide varies between 60-70m at the nth end to 120m at the south end. High tide 
beach is very narrow- sea walls along almost entire length” (Auckland Regional Council, 2009, p. 14). 
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5.2.1. Water depth
There are two ways of constructing a new ferry terminal. The first is altering the sea-bed to make it deeper, 
and the second is to use areas where the sea-bed is naturally deep which is far more cost-effective.

Table 5.1. Water depth requirement for marina (International Marina Consultant Pty Ltd, 2013, p. 15).

According to Marina Code AS3962, a minimum of 2.1m in depth is required for a smaller ferries, and 2.6m in 
depth for medium ferries and 3.2m for big ferries (International Marina Consultant Pty Ltd, 2013).
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Water depth of Browns Bay
Browns Bay has a channel, ideal for building a ferry terminal. This analysis has been done through GIS 
by using the data gained from NZ Land Information.

Figure 5.29. Water depth of marina (Land Information New Zealand, 2014).
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As indicated on figure 5.30, there are two wider areas identified with a 2-10m depth which is more 
than enough to meet the requirement of Marina Code AS3962.

Figure 5.30. The channels are the deepest areas in the bay - suitable for ferry 
terminal (Land Information New Zealand, 2014).
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Tidal range and depth of the sea of Browns Bay

Tidal range is not taken into consideration when measuring the depth of the seabed. Measurements are 
taken from the lowest low tide point. According NZ Land Information (2014) tidal range of Browns Bay was 
indicated as follows

Figure 5.31. Tidal range of Channel 1 – Browns Bay.

 Figure 5.32. Tidal range of channel 2 – Browns Bay.

In the figures, the difference between the land contour and the sea contour is the tidal range of the bay. The 
minimum low tide measurement is used as the channel depth when designing for ferry terminals.
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5.2.2. Biophysical

Under the biophysical 
category, coastal inundation, 
stream flood plain, overflow 
path and elevation have 
been analysed.

In Browns Bay, the beach 
(795m long) and the land 
behind have been identified 
as a coastal inundation 
area. The low-lying area 
to the north of the beach 
currently has manmade rock 
protection (sea wall). NIWA 
(2016) indicates coastal 
inundation is likely to occur 
in the event of king tides, 
storm surges or a tsunami. 

Browns Bay has not 
been identified as one of 
the places which could 
be affected by coastal 
inundation in the next 100 
years by Auckland Council. 
Auckland Council (2011) 
published a report on 
coastal inundation. This 
indicates low lying coastal 
land which could be affected 
by sea-level rise in the 
next 100 years. The areas 
identified were Mission Bay, 
Kohimarama, Onehunga-
Mangere Inlet, Milford, 
Devonport, Mangere Bridge 
and King Seat.

As this project noted 
earlier, Browns Bay beach 
becomes narrow at high tide 
(Auckland Regional Council, 
2009).

Figure 5.33. Coastal inundation

Figure 5.34. Sea wall in low lying area Browns Bay (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Protecting and maintaining 
stream is an important 
consideration in urban 
development. Streams 
help to overflow excess 
water caused by heavy rain, 
and blocking the stream 
with any material (e.g. 
polythene bags) can cause 
a flood risk. Taiaotea plays 
a major role in the Browns 
Bay flood plain, and this 
project takes its protection 
into consideration when 
designing the new zoning 
plan.

Figure 5.35. Stream, flood plain and overflow path (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.36. Taiaotea stream (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Figure 5.37. Taiaotea stream – mouth (Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.38. Taiaotea stream (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Browns Bay is dominated 
by 5-30m high land areas, 
with a very small part 
of the land at the beach 
less than 5m above sea 
level. Analysis of the site 
contours help to design an 
urban area with attractive 
views, with protecting 
natural and ecological 
elements and providing an 
environmentally friendly 
design. 

Figure 5.39. Elevation
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5.2.3. Planning

There are 23 minor 
public transport 
nodes, including four 
in Glencoe Road, five 
in Browns Bay Road, 
two in Anzac Road, 
one in Clyde Road, one 
in Bay View Road, one 
in Valley Road, three 
in Beach Road, two in 
Deep Creek Road, one 
in Firth Road and three 
in Carlisle Road.

The map indicates the 
main roads and the 
Northern Motorway. In 
the east part of Browns 
Bay the roads form 
a grid pattern, ideal 
for pedestrians and 
cyclists.

Figure 5.40. Bus station

Figure 5.41. Road
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There are three 
significant historic 
areas along the beach 
side. The Stone of 
Remembrance is near 
Valley Road, and is listed 
as an historic building 
and structure. The 
Stone of Remembrance 
is open to the public 
and there are benches 
nearby for relaxing. 
As the proposed ferry 
terminal has some 
distance (approx. 200m) 
from this part of the 
park, this will remain. Figure 5.42. Heritage areas

Figure 5.43. Stone of Remembrance (Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.44. Engraved Map (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Figure 5.45. Engraved map - on pedestal (Author’s own image, 2016).

Figure 5.47. Pohutukawa for Peace, with barbeque area behind 
(Author’s own image, 2016). 

Figure 5.46. Pohutukawa for Peace - celebration of 25 years nuclear 
free New Zealand (Author’s own image, 2016).
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Figure 5.48. Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan; Browns Bay (Auckland Council, 2013).
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As mentioned in the introduction, looking at Auckland Council’s proposed Unitary Plan is part of this project. 
The Unitary Plan which includes six major zones: town centre, mixed housing suburban, single house zone, 
terrace housing and apartment buildings and mixed use. Many changes were proposed for zoning, and a 
draft was submitted for public feedback as follows:

Table 5.2. Major changes of draft Auckland Unitary Plan (Auckland Council, 2013, para. 4).
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5.2.4. Social

Understanding the social 
activities of residents is 
important as people are the 
main beneficiaries of this 
project. Below are the census 
results of activities, transport 
methods, occupations and 
businesses for Browns Bay.

Table 5.3. Population of Browns Bay (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Chart 5.1. Motor vehicle access (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Chart 5.2. Family type in Browns Bay (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Chart 5.3. Total personal income in Browns Bay (Statistics NZ, 2016).
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Table 5.4. Top five industries in Browns Bay (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Chart 5.4. Occupation of Browns Bay residents (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Chart 5.5. Qualifications gained by Browns Bay residents (Statistics NZ, 2016).

Brown Bay currently 
accommodates 0.3% of 
Auckland’s total population 
(Statistics NZ, 2016). 
Motor vehicle access is on 
a par with other parts of 
Auckland. Statistics show 
that a significant number 
of Browns Bay residents 
travel outside Browns Bay, 
including for education 
purposes, as a significant 
number of people have 
tertiary qualifications.
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5.3. Design
Two designs have been developed, including a transport network design and transport-oriented urban 
development. The transport design comprises two zones; an inner circle and outer circle. The Browns Bay 
zoning plan shows how a transport-oriented urban development can be achieved by connecting the inner 
and outer circle. The inner circle comprises land-based transport, and the outer circle comprises water-based 
transport.

5.3.1. Transport network design
The transport network design will connect the inner and outer circle. A new ferry node will be the mutual 
connecter, common for both the inner circle and outer circle.

I. Inner circle network
The inner circle design considers bus routes for Browns Bay.

Figure 5.49. Inner circle network

Red lines indicate bus routes and major connections within the inner circle. The new bus terminal is located 
at the corner of Valley Road and Manly Esplanade.

The existing bus network is left as it is. Residents of Browns Bay will be offered more route options with a 
new ferry route. Paired with the existing bus route, the new ferry route will be sufficient to create an effective 
transport network for the area.
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Figure 5.50. Existing bus route – Browns Bay

Figure 5.51. Suitable location for bus terminal

Beach Road will be the main feeder 
to the north as well as part of the 
network of south. Carlisle Road 
is the only bus connection to the 
west. The major change in the 
inner circle is the new bus station, 
which connects bus passengers to 
the ferry terminal.
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The proposed bus terminal 
takes the place of 73 existing 
car parks (19m×62m), however 
there is sufficient existing car 
parking elsewhere to service 
the town centre. In peak times 
in the weekends, the proposal 
encourages residents to cycle and 
walk.

Figure 5.52. Suitable location for bus terminal (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.53. Suitable location for bus terminal (Author’s own image, 
2016).

Figure 5.54. Suitable location for bus terminal (Author’s own image, 
2016).
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Valley Road and Bay View Road are the main feeders to the North. Beach Road via Bute Road and Clyde Road 
via Browns Bay Road will be feeders to South. Whereas Bute Road via Beach Road and Clyde Road via Anzac 
Road and Glencoe Road will be the feeder to the west. Bus passengers travelling to the CBD can easily walk 
to the ferry terminal. Contours (shown in grey) indicate that it is a nice and flat area available for walking, 
cycling and disability access. Walking or cycling from Browns Bay town centre to Beach Front Lane is fast and 
easy.

Figure 5.55. Two new public transport nodes: bus station, ferry terminal
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II. Outer circle network

Browns Bay water transport will create a new network with existing ferry terminal locations.

Figure 5.56. The proposed outer circle network
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As mentioned in section 4, a centralised design approach has been applied to connect Browns Bay’s water 
transport node with existing transport nodes. On a larger scale it functions as a decentralised and distributed 
network.

Figure 5.57. Transport network growth (Baran as cited in Picerno & Lorusso, 2013).

The primary purpose of this network is to connect Browns Bay to the Auckland CBD, indicated by thick red 
line in figure 5.56. The secondary purpose is connecting Browns Bay with other ferry terminals. A growing 
population in Auckland will require more transport options, so connecting places like Half Moon Bay, 
Pine Harbour and Gulf Harbour is necessary as in time, these connections will be in higher demand. Also 
connections with Great Barrier Island, Rakino Island, Matiatia and Kennedy Point could be used for leisure 
activities and tourism.
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5.3.2. Master plan (zoning) design – A secondary design

When the inner circle and outer circle networks are connected, a larger and more effective transport network 
will be created. Over the last 40 years, roads have determined the urban pattern in Auckland (Auckland 
Transport, 2014). Therefore, it is necessary to look at a new zoning plan to see what kind of change could 
happen in the urban pattern of Browns Bay. The master plan includes following zones: water transport zone, 
mixed housing, mixed-use, community building, public open space, bus station, single (standalone) housing, 
terrace housing and apartment buildings.
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I. Design test

Iteration 1
The initial design can be seen in the hand-drawn plan below. 

Figure 5.58. Initial hand-drawn zoning plan

The key design ideas in the hand-drawn zoning plan were: 

1. Adding a bus terminal at corner of Beach Road and Invemess Road to unify the bus routes (which currently
start at different places), and to address the existing disconnection between the bus stations and the town
centre/waterfront.
2. Allocating terrace housing and apartment building zones in the site south of the town centre, at the mouth
of Taiaotea stream.
3. Allocating a standalone housing zone (single housing) in the south-west part of Browns Bay.
4. Allocating a mixed-use zone to the west of town centre (next to Beach Road).
5. Allocating 95% of the area south of the town centre to single housing.
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The issues with this design are:

1. Placing a bus station on a hilly area, away from the ferry terminal can cause difficulties for passengers who
need to transfer between them, in particular for those with disabilities, pedestrians and cyclists.
2. Planning a high density zone near a significant stream can increase nearby human activity and increase the
risk of polluting the stream.
3. The zoning of the south-west part of Browns Bay could be reconsidered. It could be higher density than
single housing, as there is easy access to the south-western motorway.
4. Planning a mixed-use area near a park and reserve is not ideal. Placing community buildings near
recreation centres and parks could provide more opportunity for social interaction.
5. Beach Road and Browns Bay Road to the south have easy access to public transport, so terrace housing and
apartment buildings are a better option.
6. Existing vegetation in private properties (which is not part of zoning design) was taken into consideration.

The next step in the design process was to take the zoning plan into GIS software for geo-processing, which 
helps to test the zone height and finalise the zoning design.
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Iteration 2 

General Coastal Marine 

- Ferry Wharf 

- Mixed Housing 

- Mixed Use 

- Community Building 

- Public Open Space - Conservation 

Public Open Space - Informal Recreation 

- Public Open Space - Sport and Active Recreation 

- Bus Station 

-Road 

- Single House 

- Terrace Housing and Apartment Building 

- Town Centre 

Owater 

- Bus Route 

Figure 5.59. Initial master plan (for analysing zone height) 
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Figure 5.59a. Reference images for master plan zoning
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A number of changes were made before testing the zone height (although not all the issues that are listed in 
iteration 1 were fixed in iteration 2):

• The site south of Taiaotea stream/ Browns Bay Creek was changed from terrace housing and apartment
building to mixed-housing zone in order to protect stream and retain the feel of the topography i.e.,
reflecting the shape of the contours via determining appropriate building height.

• The site north of sports and recreation centres was changed from terrace housing and apartment
building to a single housing zone.

• The north side of the town centre was changed from mixed use to terrace housing and apartment
buildings.

Building heights (Maximum) was determined as followings;
Town centre - 24.5m 
Mixed housing zone - 8.5m 
Mixed use areas - 16.5m
Terrace housing - 12.5m
Single housing – 4.5m
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Iteration 3 (finalised zoning and reflection)

Experimentation helped to develop significant changes. Environment and urban development were taken 
into consideration while finalising the zoning.

Following is the finalised zoning design after these changes;

• The areas to the north and south of Taiaotea stream were changed from mixed housing zones to single
(standalone) housing zones.

• Existing green space and the Beach Front Land landscape design line the length of the beach. This has
been extended to the north.

Figure 5.60. Finalised zoning plan – Browns Bay
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The new design takes into consideration the site’s topography and landscape features, views, historic heritage 
features, the existing building pattern, hydrologic catchments and the Auckland Council’s Unitary Plan. The 
design aims to create a dense urban area, while maintaining the elements that already make this place 
sustainable, in particular green spaces, parks like Beach Front Lane Park and the existing landscape design.

Existing greenspace and landscaping cover the length of the beach. This has been extended to north. The 
town centre remains the main commerce area, with maximum height plane of 24.5m. Either side of the town 
centre, a layer of standalone houses (single housing) lines the beach-front green space. This protects the 
beach and greenspace from being dominated by buildings. Sloped areas, and areas more than 1km from the 
town centre will be mixed housing zones with maximum height plane of 8.5m. Mixed-use areas will have a 
maximum height plane of 16.5m. Terrace and apartment housing are the highest density residential areas, 
with maximum height plane of 12.5m.
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II. Comparison between the Auckland Council’s Unitary Plan and Master
Plan
There are many similarities between the proposed plan and Auckland Council’s Unitary Plan. Allocation of 
standalone, terrace/apartment housing, mixed housing and mixed-use areas is often the same. There are 
three key zones where the proposals differ.

Zone 1 - Terrace and apartment buildings
Zone 2 - Single housing
Zone 3 - Mixed-use

Figure 5.61. Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan; Browns Bay (Auckland Council, 2013).
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Figure 5.62. Major differences from the Unitary Plan
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Zone 1: these areas are mostly allocated for mixed urban housing and single housing by the Auckland Council. 
In this proposal, Zone 1 becomes terrace and apartment housing - offering high density areas.

Zone 1 is concentrated about the town centre, and is aimed at residents who only use public transport. It 
encourages residents to be active (cycling and walking), and discourages private vehicle ownership.

Zone 2:  the area at the north of Taiaotea stream is allocated for terrace housing and apartment buildings 
in the Unitary Plan. In this proposal, Zone 2 is allocated for standalone housing in order to protect Taiaotea 
stream. Increased density would increase the human behaviour around the stream, increasing the risk of 
blockage, flooding and pollution.

Zone 3: In the Auckland Council’s Unitary Plan, the existing town centre zone (between Clyde Road and Beach 
Front Lane) remains as it is. In the proposed plan, this area is allocated for mixed-use. Currently this area has 
many cafes and restaurants, so a combination of office and administrative buildings, cafes and restaurants 
can provide more services and facilities for the growing population of Browns Bay. It also offers office workers 
a view of the beach front area.
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6. Summary
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6. Summary
Major issues which encourage transport development 
This research identifies five major issues that Auckland faces:
• Auckland is ranked behind nine other cities in the list of the top ten liveable cities (The Economist

Intelligence Unit as cited in Ryan, 2014). Auckland has the potential to be ranked highly, but it is 10th due
to a low score in infrastructure.

• Auckland’s leading public transport system is bus, but the complicated bus network (e.g. many route
numbers) creates difficulties for passengers (Auckland Transport, 2013)

• Auckland’s population is expected to grow by one million in 2040 (Auckland Council, 2013), and traffic
congestion is already at breaking point.

• Auckland was identified as the 22nd most congested city compared to 138 cities in the world by Tom Tom
in 2014 (as cited in Dearnaley, 2014).

• Auckland Transport indicates (2013) the current ferry service structures require many changes (e.g. fare
structure).

Studying transport from a network viewpoint
The project considers transport from a network viewpoint – where transport nodes and edges act as a 
network. There are many theories which help to understand and fix transport networks including the 
centralised networks, decentralised networks, distributed networks, Nikamp’s (2012) network types, network 
components, exponential/random networks and scale-free networks.

The network theories not only help to fix the issues of transport network but also provide knowledge for 
creating new transport networks (e.g. centralised network theory was utilised to design the outer circle 
transport design in this project).

Influence of precedents
Three precedents; Sydney, Vancouver and San Francisco provide an understanding of how transport networks 
drive a city’s traffic system effectively, and regulate urban development preventing urban sprawl. These cities 
prove that water transport is a smart way to develop a city. 

A new water transport node and a new transport network approach for Auckland
Existing public transport nodes of land (inner circle) and water transport (outer circle) are identified. The 
research demonstrates how a new water transport node (ferry terminal) can connect these two networks 
together, with Browns Bay as case study. This approach could also be applied to other parts of Auckland.

Meaning of attractive coastal communities/towns for Browns Bay
Cities need to be planned to adopt a growing population and to prevent random urbanism that can easily 
occur. Urban sprawl can spoil the attractiveness of cities, which is hard to overcome at a later stage.

In terms of this project, ‘attractive’ coastal town means:

• Providing more terrace and apartment building to accommodate more businesses and residents to
address the population growth of Auckland.

• Maintaining landscape character; park, sports and recreational centres and existing vegetation.
• Identifying and protecting existing hydrological elements to avoid environmental pollution (e.g. the areas

near Taiaotea stream were protected by designing single housing zone instead of terrace housing and
apartment building).

• Providing a mixed-use zone near two new public transport nodes (bus terminal and ferry terminal) to
allow easy access to public services.
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The Auckland Council Unitary Plan (2013) also proposed new zoning for Browns Bay. This project analyses 
and improves on the changes proposed by Unitary Plan. This could help  to lead to better urban planning 
before the council plan is implemented. By applying this approach to other parts of Auckland, two 
significant goals can be achieved including protecting Auckland from urban sprawl and creating attractive 
coastal communities.

A new transport network development approach for Auckland
The approach found in this research can be applied to similar parts of Auckland via following steps:

Step 1: Identify places which require further transport network enhancement/development.

Step 2: Analyse the geographical conditions of potential site for new ferry terminal, including
Water depth
Hydrological catchment
Historical heritage

Step 3: Analyse other factors
Stake holder’s current and proposed plan
Other social factors

Step 4: Approach the inner circle; identify and connect existing public transport network and connect it 
with a new water transport node (ferry terminal).

Step 5: Approach the outer circle; make a connection possible between the new water transport node 
(ferry terminal) with existing water transport nodes (ferry terminals).

Step 6: Analyse how a new water transport network development could change the urban pattern of a 
particular area. Design a new zoning plan to prevent particular areas from random urbanism and to create 
an attractive coastal town.
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7. Conclusion
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7. Conclusion
This research addresses the question “How can Auckland significantly increase the water-borne share of 
public transport, while also developing attractive coastal communities/coastal towns at the nodes of water 
transport network?”

By connecting Auckland’s existing water transport nodes and bus network via a new water transport node, 
this research demonstrates that water transport is a unique tool, with the potential to expand Auckland’s 
network in suburban centres like Browns Bay. Applying this process to other parts of Auckland (places that 
have suitable geographical conditions for a new ferry terminal) could provide a new approach to develop 
Auckland’s transport network.

This improved transport network will help to reduce Auckland’s traffic congestion problem. By diverting 
passengers via ferry transport, the pressure on bus and train transport will be reduced, and usage of private 
cars at peak times will be minimized.

This thesis proposes that a new ferry terminal for Browns Bay would provide better public transport access 
for Browns Bay residents. Future demands of existing ferry terminals are expected to increase (Auckland 
Transport, 2014). The Devonport ferry terminal (currently the closest ferry terminal to Browns Bay) is 
expected to have an increase in peak time passengers from 1050 passengers to 1400 by 2026. Therefore 
providing water transport to Browns Bay residents is essential to make their public transport access more 
flexible and easy. 

A combination of the new approaches offered in this research, and the stake holder’s proposed plan (with 
number of improvements) can improve Auckland’s transport network. Currently, a Frequent Transport 
Network (increased services at peak times) is already in place in the heart of the Auckland city area. 
It encourages people to live in areas with easy access to these existing transport networks. The new 
approach offered in this research can expand the transport network in both size and function. It provides an 
opportunity for people to live all over Auckland and let them move freely. 

Urban design can help to minimize the problem created by the growing population of Auckland. As 
mentioned earlier, transport has determined the urban patterns of Auckland over the last 40 years. It is 
important to plan better zoning in future urban design to avoid emergent urbanism. So, in this project, a new 
zoning design for Browns Bay encourages more dense residential and commerce buildings, while protecting 
the environment by: 

• Protecting the beach front area of Browns Bay by applying a zone for green spaces.
• Keeping existing and recreational and park areas.
• Suggesting significant open space in the residential area to maintain a healthy environment.
• Suggesting single (standalone) housing zones near beach front green spaces to allow visual connection to

green space and view.

This research addresses a number of weaknesses in the zoning of Browns Bay in the Unitary Plan. The 
amendments made prevent unwanted damage to the environment and topography, as well as increasing the 
number of dwellings to accommodate a growing population.

In addition to this, this research finds beach lifestyle and healthy urbanism as latent outcomes and benefits 
from this project beyond the transport network development. Shorter distances between Browns Bay 
residences and the proposed Browns Bay ferry terminals encourage walking and cycling. People who live near 
beach can live an active lifestyle, involving physical activities - running, swimming and walking.
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